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When you buy a rug or carpet, you are making an investment. Today, changes in the carpet
industry require close examination of products by thepurchaser if she is to receive the most for
her money. Buying a rug or carpet is an exciting decorating adventure. There are rich, deep
textures that bring warmth into the home; colors that range from brilliant to soft, muted tones;
designs that can create almost any effect in any room; and fibers that make beauty a part
of living.
To help you make a satisfactory purchase, consider your needs before you shop. Write out
the answers to the following questions and take them along with you:
1. What kind of activity takes place in the room?
2. Is sound absorption important?
3. How·much is the traffic load?
4. Is the carpet to be room size or wall to wall?
5. Where can it be cleaned?
6. How much money can be invested?
7. What is the color plan?

How the Rug Should Look
Right Style

The carpet ·i s a part of the entire scheme of the room, helping to create a total effect. This
may be casual or formal in character.

.. ,,.
'

Rlch, luiurious, deep pile rugs con•
tribute to a fonnal feeling.

Size

..

Low pile rugs, ten.red weaves, and at;siract patterns·
help create infonnal, casual design.

~ay

Vary

Use rugs large enough to avoid a skimpy appearance.
Wall to wall carpeting gives a luxurious look and is one of the best means of unifying a room.
If the pattern is quiet, with color tones muted, the room will seem spacious. Because it fits the
room exactly and ls fastened to the floor, this type of carpeting gives a sense of secur~~Y· It
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cannot easily be sent to the cleaners, moved to another room or house, or turned to equalize
wear.
Room size rugs should come within 12" of the wall in a large room or within 8" in a small
one. These rugs enable the owner to show borders of beautiful floors, reverse rugs to equalize
wear, take up when moving. and save the cost of installation.
Area rugs give emphasis to certain parts of the room. They may be various sizes and shapes
to hold together a grouping of furniture or to set off a smaller area within a room. They make
good temporary coverings, and should be large enough to hold together the furniture in a grouping.

Embossed and Carved Pile
Check for:

Novelty Pebble Weave

Which Fiber Will Serve You?
1. Resilience.
2. Soil resistance.

3. Wear resistance.

4. Insect resistance.

Research is constantly providing us with more man-made fibers, blends of fibers, and improvements on existing ones.
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Know

Your

Rug

Fibers

We need to know both the face yarns and backing materials of carpets and rugs in order to
know something of their wearing qualities and how to clean and care for them.
The "face" or surface of a carpet (and this term includes rugs) may be made of wool, cotton,
nylon, acetate, rayon, dacron, saran, acrilan, dynel, olefin, or a blend of any 2 or more of these
fibers. Each fiber used in any appreciable amount contributes its particular qualities to the
carpet.
Wool is the oldest carpet yarn in point of use. A large portion of that used in the manufacture of
rugs in the United States is imported, because the strongest wool comes from animals who have
had to struggle for existence.
Wool has a natural springiness and curl that keeps it from matting and also a natural resistance to soiling. It takes soft colors and holds dye well. Its one poor characteristic is its attractiveness to moths. However, many manufacturers treat carpets to make them moth resistant for as much as 3 years, and professional cleaners can apply moth-proofing material. You
should have no moth problem if you vacuum at least once a week.
Cotton has been used only recently for facing in loomed and tufted carpets. It is a lazy fiber
which crushes rather than resists pressure. This is what makes it mat, but it also makes it wear
well. It crushes less when tightly "packed." It soils readily, making the cost of maintenance
high, but is washable.
Rayon and acetate yarns are now being specially processed for carpet weaving. The better
quality rayon and acetate carpets possess many of the characteristics of wool at a lower price
and without the handicap of being attractive to moths. Rayon was one of the first fibers
with high luster. For rugs, we did not like the luster. Now rayon is de-lustered, but the luster
is often left on very dark colors like charcoal gray.
Characteristics of rayon and acetate:
1. Trap dust.
2. Do not stain easily.
3. Take bright dyes better than wool.
4. Not attractive to moths.
5. Acetate will melt in heat.
6. Rayon will flare when subjected to flame.
7. Rayon will crush, but wears well.
Fiber E (acetate) takes a curl but is not permanent. It will char but not flash if subjected to
flame. In rug pile the charred area may be clipped and buffed off.
Nylon is strong, and stands up to traffic very well. It will melt in flame, but will not flash. It
resists soil, but will stain and will hold grease stain. It is sensitive to sunlight. It has much
static electricity but can be sprayed with an anti-static material to help control this.
Acrilan is one of the newest man-made fibers to be used in carpet manufacture. It is resilient,
bulky, soft, and warm. It has the appearance and feel of wool and makes a crush resistant carpet. It is moisture resistant, soil resistant, easily cleaned, dries rapidly, and is durable.
~ is another new man-made fiber used in rugs and carpets. It is resilient and therefore
makes crush resistant carpet. It is warm, stain resistant, and soil resistant. It is durable and
easily cleaned and, being moisture resistant, is fast drying.
Saran (saranet) will crush but springs back. It won't fade; dye is added to the solution before
fibers are formed. It is stain resistant; does not absorb more than 1% in 24 hours. It melts in
flame but will not flash.
Dacron soils rapidly but cleans easily, resists sunlight damage; other qualities like saran.
Fiber rugs are made of paper and rayon on paper warp. They stand up well if coated with protecti ve finish.
Blends--Of all rugs on the market, 70% are blends. When combined with rayon, 20% nylon is the
minimum percentage for good quality. For beauty and durability at a lower price than wool, get
a blend of wool and rayon. For soil resistance, get a blend of nylon and saran.
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Some Characteristics of Fibers Used 1n Rugs

Fiber

Advantages

and Carpets

Disadvantages

Acetate
Chromspun
Celaperm
Celaire

Fair to good resistance to most
soil, abrasive wear, insects, and
mildew. Resilient. Responds to
plant cleaning. Allergy proof.
Highly resistant to fading.

Will dissolve in nail polish
remover. Not all commercial cleaners equipped to
clean in homes.

Acrylics
Acrilan
Creslan
Orlon
Zefran

Resistant to most soil, insects,
niildew, and abrasive wear. Resilient. Responds to standard
cleaning methods. Allergyproof.

Not resistant to oily stains.
Tends to accumulate static
electricity.

Modacrylic
Verel
Dynel

Similar to acrylics

Similar to acrylics

Cotton

Resists abrasive wear. Allergy
proof. Responds to plant and onlocation cleaning.

R"ylon
Calorolan
Nylenka
Cumuloft
Type 501
Tycora
Nyloft

Resistant to abrasive wear, insects, mildew, and most soil.
Good to excellent resilience. Can
be cleaned in plant or on location.
Allergy proof.

Low resilience. Tends to
show soil easily. Not all
cleaners are equipped to
clean on location. Not mildew
proof. Light weight rugs are
difficult to. v~cuum.
Not resistant to oily stains.
Tends to accumulate static
electricity.

Standard Rayon
Skyloft
Colo ray

Can be cleaned in plant or on location with special precautions.
Resistant to insects and mildew.
Allergy proof.

Poor to fair resistance to
abrasive wear and soil. Fair
to poor resilience, but this
improves with dense construction. Not resistant to
grease stains.

Super L Rayon
Color spun
Avicron

More resistant to soil and abrasive wear than standard rayon
and has better resilience. Highly
resistant to fading.
Cleans easily.

Less resilient than wool.

Good resistance to soil and abrasive wear. Excellent resilience. Can be cleaned in plant or
on location. Can be treated to be
re.sistant to moths.

Not allergy proof. Not moth
proof unless treated at factory
or at home. Susceptible to
carpet beetles.

Olefin
Herculon
Wool
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Less resilient than wool.

Carpet

and

Rug

Rug

Pads

Backings

Jute is strong when dry but rots in water.
Rubber back should not be used on radiant-heated floors.
Kraft-cord, is good, even, washable, or may be dry-cleaned. It is cellulose, made from pine
wood.
Cotton's qualities are well known.
Linen's qualities are well known; it is expensive.
A good carpet requires a firm, closely woven backing of cotton, jute, linen, or kraftcord, or
a combination of 2 or 3 of these fibers.
A film of latex is sometimes applied to a carpet backing both for firmness and to prevent
skidding. This is especially true of cotton carpeting.
Rug pads may be felt-like construction, withorwithout a latex coating or·they may be of foam
rubber. If of felt construction, they should be factory-treated against moth damage.
A rug pad will add 50% tothe life of a rug. A thickness of 3/16" is adequate. Latex or other
preparations applied to the backing of rugs are to prevent slipping, not to serve as a rug pad.
Foam rubber pads should not be used on radiant- heated floors.
Know

the

Construction

Weave has no effect on the quality of a carpet. The 2 factors which determine quality are:
the kind and grade of fiber, and the depth, density, and resiliency of the pile; that is, the total
amount of yarn that is. woven or tufted into the carpet.
However, it is interesting to know how carpets are made and the general characteristics of
each weave. They are:
Yelyet weave is an adaptation of the velvet weave used in making fabrics. It is smooth and soft.
This is the simplest weave used in carpets. It has a loose back so it will roll either lengthwise
or crosswise; however, it should be rolled lengthwise. It shows no pile yarn at the back. It is
the easiest way to produce solid-color carpets.
All solid-color commercial carpets are produced in velvet weave (airlines and hotels.) All
twist pile carpets and striated textures in rugs are produced by velvet weave.
Velvet carpets were the first to be woven without seams; that is, by the broadloom method.
Any weave can be broadloom.

Axminster rugs cannot be rolled crosswise.
The warp is heavy in relation to the filling and
this heavy ribbing shows on the back. Every yarn is delivered independently at the loom and is
set individually. There may be from 4to13 rows of pile per inch lengthwise. The pile is usually
cut, although looped pile can be produced by Axminster weave. There is no limit as to the color
or pattern which may be produced by this weave.
Wilton is the so-called aristocrat of weaves. Weave is compact, color beautifully clear, patterns
well defined. It is one of the most durable weaves. Yarn comes through the back. Jacquard
attachment makes the design in the rug. It is a popular weave now.
Chenille is the "elegant" weave. It is generally custom-made and any color or pattern may be
made. It is the most durable, and usually the most expensive weave. Good American oriental
rugs are usually chenille weave.
Machine-made tufting (needle-tuft) A woven fabric is delivered to the loom where needles insert
yarn loops. The right side of the rug is faced down in the manufacturing process. The back of
the "fabric" is then coated with latex. "Tufted" rugs were made first in cotton. Wool is difficult to tuft but it can be done. It was the last fiber to be put through this process. Tufted wool
rugs feel woolier than woven wool. Tufted bedspreads are made by the same kind of process.
A 9' x 12' rug can be tufted in less than 3 minutes while a woven rug of the same size takes an
hour to make. That is why tufted rugs are less expensive than woven.
Needle-punch rugs are made by punching wool into an adhesive backing which looks something
like felt. It wears well for its low price which is about half as much as needle-tuft. Because of
the rubber backing, it should not be installed over radiant-heated floors.
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Knitted rugs This is the newest process of rug-making and is still limited in volume production.
Knitting makes excellent use of the fiber by keeping it on the surface of the carpet. Latex backing
is also used for knitted carpeting.
Braided rugs. Heavy rug yarns, or fabrics of woven cloth, are cut into strips and braided. Then
they are stitched together with a criss-cross stitch for firmness. These rugs are usually oval
or round. Small scatter rugs, area, or room size rugs are available. Quality, room size, woven
braided rugs can be expensive and very beautiful.
How

Much To

Pay

for

a

Carpet?

Most carpets are soid by the square yard.
1. Measure the number of feet in the length and width of the room.
2. Multiply length by width and you have the number of square feet.
3. Divide square feet by 9 to obtain square yards.
4. Multiply square yards by the cost per yard.
No carpet or rug will last unless the manufacturers' directions for its care are followed.
Is the installation charge included?
What is the cost and type of padding?
What type of cleaning will be needed?
A cushion or pad adds resilience to the rug, and greatly increases its length of service. It
allows the surface to breathe. Pads are made of cattle hair, foam, jute, or a combination. Allhair pads have a natural lasting resiliency and have been the most popular type of cushion for
rugs.
Be

a

Good

Shopper

Explain to the salesman the kind of wear your carpet will get and what you expect from it.
The more you tell him, the better he can judge what will be best for your needs. Take to
the store a check list of needs.
Summary

You will be able to purchase a carpet which will give you lasting satisfaction if:
1. You know how your rug should look.
2. You know which fiber will serve you best.
3. You can judge construction.
4_. ):'.'ou understand how to get the most for your money.
Carpeting

Terms

Backing--the foundation of carpeting and rugs which locks the pile in position.
Carpet--the general designation of fabric used for soft floor covering, especially that used for
the entire floor and fastened to it, such as wall to wall carpet.
Freize--rugs woven with hard twist yarns .
..Jfil.e.--an imported vegetable fiber used in the backing of carpets to add strength, weight, and
stiffness.
Loop pile--continuous yarns on the face of the carpet which have not been cut or sheared.
Man-made fibers--general term applied to all fibers made chemically.
Natural fibers--fibers made of plant or animal products.
~-tufts of yarn which extend up from the backing and comprise the face of the carpet.
Ply--the number of yarns which make up the thickness of the pile.
Resilience--the ability of carpet to return to its original thickness and shape after it has been
crushed or matted down.
Solution dyeing--a process by which man-made fiber compounds are dyed in their liquid form,
also called dope dyeing. This development improved color quality and fastness.
Twist set-- a term which means that the twist in the yarn has been made permanent by application
of extreme dry heat.
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Pitch--the number of warp yarns per inch, counted across the width of carpet.
Pick or pack--the number of weft yarns per inch counted lengthwise.
Binders or stuffers--extra starched yarns placed lengthwise .
..sho.t.--the crosswise threads in weaving rugs.

Trade and brand names are used only for the purpose of information and the Virginia Agricultural Extension Service does not guarantee nor warrant the standard of the product, nor does it
imply approval of the product to the exclusion of others which may also be suitable.
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